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DRAFT

By 1964, aged just 27 and operating eighteen boutiques, John Stephen was already known as the ‘King of Carnaby Street’. He owned a £6,000 Rolls Royce and was fast approaching millionaire status.​[1]​ By 1965, his empire had grown to include 22 shops throughout London and Brighton.​[2]​ Through the early and mid 1960s, Stephen’s success seemed unstoppable. His was a rags to riches story. A self-described ‘nobody—just the third youngest of the nine children of a small shopkeeper [from] the dock area of Glasgow’, Stephen would make his fortune repackaging queer styles for the mainstream market, heralding the 1960s ‘Peacock Revolution’ in British menswear.​[3]​ Stephen was not the first designer or retailer to introduce queer styles and fashions. He was, however, the most successful to balance the homosexual associations of his styles with hetero-normative masculinity in order to appeal to a new and burgeoning young male consumer base. 
Cultural studies scholar Elizabeth Wilson defines fashion as ‘an aesthetic medium for the expression of ideas, desires and beliefs circulating in society’.​[4]​ In other words, fashion and style are ideological. But they are also material and commercial, based ultimately on the production of a consumer article and its success in the marketplace. Exploring the cases of early physique photographer and Soho boutique owner Vince, and his Carnaby Street successor John Stephen, this article identifies an important moment in the invocation, sanitization and manipulation of homosexuality in Britain’s public commercial sphere. The success of Carnaby Street, and the aesthetic associated with it, indicates a thriving relationship between homosexuality and capitalist strategies even before the decriminalization of homosexuality in 1967. The stories of Vince and Stephen illuminate this place where the ideological and the material meet.
Based initially on an outright courting of queer customers in publications known to have substantial homosexual readerships, both Vince and later Stephen recognized the lucrative potential of the homosexual market or pink pound as early as the 1940s and early 1950s. Within a decade, the success achieved on a small scale at early Soho boutiques like Vince Man’s Shop was increasingly translated for mainstream consumption. Having seen at first hand Vince’s successes, Stephen realized that a queer aesthetic sanitized of most of its queer associations could be a market success. By the late 1950s, John Stephen began a systematic program to decouple himself, the products he sold, and the very notion of male fashionability from associations of effeminacy and homosexuality. Of course this project was never complete, but nor did it need to be. Carnaby Street shops, beginning with those of John Stephen, traded on a sense of playful camp that distinguished them from what were seen as old-fashioned or short-back-and-sides fashion establishments and worldviews. This article examines how producers and retailers of queer styles interacted with 1950s and 1960s consumers, and how these consumer interactions illuminate the changing relationship between homosexuality and hetero-normative constructions of masculinity in mid twentieth-century Britain.

Gender, sexuality and consumerism 
The historical relationship between homosexuality and capitalism has largely been overlooked by historians. Scholars, to be sure, have identified vibrant and active queer communities throughout the twentieth century. In George Chauncey’s New York and Matt Houlbrook’s London, queer men are numerous, known and lively constituents of the social landscape of these cities.​[5]​ Both scholars identify established social networks and opportunities existing long before the era of gay liberation. But interactions with the marketplace in these studies remain largely underground, chiefly limited to queer sexual or social opportunities like prostitution, baths and a small number of pubs and clubs. This work suggests a nascent pink economy from the late nineteenth century, but one which was small, marginal and almost completely underground. Fashion historians have perhaps recognized a greater interaction between homosexuality and wider markets. Their studies, however, remain restricted either to identifying the codes and nuance of queer men’s fashions, or determining the effect of a so-called ‘queer style’ on broader trends in twentieth-century fashion.​[6]​ But even as scholars’ discussions of homosexuality overlap with commercial worlds of leisure, periodicals, fashion and style it is rarely understood in terms of its relationship to commerce and capitalist strategy.
	If the historical relationship between homosexuality and consumerism has been less developed, that between masculinity and fashion offers greater insights into our questions. While studies of fashion and gender identities have tended toward women’s experiences, scholars also agree that men’s fashion choices have long held resonance beyond utilitarian necessity. They have been identity choices, and political choices. Illuminating the profound cultural and political meanings of the three-piece suit for example, historian David Kuchta argues that it was not just a symbol of Victorian temperance and virtue. Kuchta’s work traces the suit’s symbolic power to the political instabilities following the English Restoration (1660) when it visually demonstrated thrift and political stability.​[7]​ By the nineteenth century fashion scholar Christopher Breward finds fashion implicated in the construction of masculine identities when insistence on the un-manliness of fashionable consumption in fact ‘positioned men right at the very centre of a debate concerning fashion and modern life while apparently denying their participation in its wider cultural ramifications.’​[8]​ Breward’s analysis of this ‘reverse discourse’ argues that the more observers sought to distance men from the dangers of ‘feminine consumption’, the more men and their gendered identities in fact become implicated in its debates. These debates would only become more heated as off-the-rack clothing and leisure wear dominated twentieth-century men’s fashions. 
In this new era of mass-produced style options, the presentation and performance of particular lifestyles and identities have become key to consumer choices.​[9]​ These self-presentations and definitions have been aided, according to sociologist Diana Crane, by fashion’s capacity to redefine identities by ‘continually attributing new meanings to artifacts’.​[10]​ In the twentieth century, these new meanings most often circulate in the visual media. In his study of postwar masculinity and consumption, cultural historian Frank Mort argues that 1950s’ advertisers employed sophisticated visual codes to attract the male consumer, but that this market would not be fully realized until a burgeoning magazine culture emerged in the 1980s.  According to Mort, postwar affluence along with increasing acceptance of urban gay subcultures gave rise to the quintessential consuming male of the 1980s, the ‘New Man’.​[11]​ But, as I argue, the 1960s’ emergence of the young male consumer already linked increased youth affluence and important interrelationships between gender and sexuality with consumer capitalism.
Changes in style and fashion are also barometers of social change. Indeed, ‘changes in clothing and in the discourses surrounding clothing indicate shifts in social relationships and tensions’ between social groups.​[12]​ Applying this understanding of change to consumerist studies of masculinity and homosexuality, we can see that changing fashion choices among men, both homosexual and heterosexual, offer powerful insights. Styles associated with queerness illuminate as much about hetero-normative masculinity as they do about alternative sexualities. And the modification and consumption of these style choices offer further insights into the place of homosexuality in post-war society. At the same time, both help illustrative the mechanics of economic enterprise and producers’ and retailers’ use of gender and sexual categories in support of consumer capitalism. 

Vince and the sale of queer styles
To understand the relationship between homosexuality and the consumption of particular fashions we must, ironically, begin this story in the nude. Purveyors of erotica, some queer themselves, and with little compunction against appealing to a range of sexual tastes, were among the first to seek the custom of queer consumers. Consequently, by the 1940s, trade in erotic male nudes was already well established by a number of photographic studios. Vince, pseudonym for Bill Green, began his professional career as one of these photographers in the 1940s and 1950s. Interested in both physical culture and photography, Vince combined these two interests after being demobilized in London. He opened a studio to photograph children and actors in what he described as the ‘rather dramatic style’ that he liked.​[13]​ After being asked to photograph men at his gym using a similarly dramatic technique, interest in his physique photography gained momentum. By the late 1940s, Vince’s photographs of strength trainers and physique champions, as well as attractive young men with well-developed bodies, appeared in publications as mainstream as Health & Strength. Vince’s photos in Health & Strength did not differ significantly from his other work sold privately as small photo cards to clients. Nor did it differ substantially from other photographers’ work appearing in magazines like Male Classics, Man Alive and Man-ifique, magazines all appearing in the 1950s and directed less circumspectly at a queer male audience. 
By the 1950s, magazines ostensibly offered to physical culture enthusiasts were in fact little more than catalogues for the sets of photo cards advertised within. For a few shillings, men could send away for a set of potentially undraped photos of their favourite models. Photographers hit the press when this line between proper and improper use of these images was crossed.​[14]​ Despite reports of photographers running afoul of the law for producing ‘improper’ photographs for consumption by queer men, Vince’s studio in London’s Manchester Street like many others remained active. He found, however, that his models arrived in what he termed ‘unsuitable gear’. A solution was necessary. But shooting them nude was too great a risk, at least for Vince, who shot few if any undraped male photos. His ‘compromise’ was to use Marks & Spencer women’s roll-ons cut down to ‘skimpy’ briefs. Devised, he said, ‘[s]o that boys could be photographed, and would appear well’, Vince described the gear as ‘very slick’ and ‘very brief’.​[15]​ According to him, they ‘caused a terrific reaction’. 
After a successful 1950 advert in the Daily Mirror, which returned £200 worth of orders in just a few days, Vince began a mail order business in 1951 from his Manchester Street studio. The result was surprising; Vince couldn’t keep these short, slick briefs in stock. He had them made wholesale, and within six months, shut down the studio to devote his full attention to trunks, briefs, and posing wear. Soon, Vince found himself ‘then in business originally selling rather brief and considered-by-many-people outrageous swim wear’.​[16]​ His clientele, notes Frank Mort, did not yet include the teenagers and mods, who would later comprise John Stephen’s Carnaby Street clientele, as they could not afford most of his designs.​[17]​ Instead, from its opening in 1954, Vince Man’s Shop customers included a mix of his models, their boyfriends, as well as the butch trade and muscle boys that worked out at the nearby Marshall Street Baths, and actors and other ‘theatrical’ men associated with the nearby Palladium Theatre.​[18]​ 
Success continued upon success, but Vince’s shop, later in Newburgh Street, parallel to Carnaby Street, was always associated with a particular kind of clientele. And Vince was not subtle, even when describing his clients in a BBC Radio ‘Gear Street’ segment on male fashion. Commentators recognized, according to Vince, that ‘the stuff was so outrageous that it would really only appeal and sell to the rather sort of eccentric Chelsea set or theatrical way-out types’. The words ‘outrageous’ and ‘eccentric’ immediately suggested a bohemian and unconventional clientele, and also queerness. Most explicit was his description of customers as ‘theatrical’, long used as a euphemism to refer to queer men. From the beginning Vince’s custom was drawn primarily from the West End ‘theatrical crowd’. Described as ‘faggy’ and ‘theatrey’, many associated Vince’s with queer styles and customers, so much so that his shop appeared in variety hall jokes like that of George Melly: ‘I went into Vince’s to buy a new tie and they measured my inside leg’.​[19]​
But it also appears clear that Vince actively courted these ‘theatrical’ men, placing ads in mainstream but sexually ambiguous publications, where he could attract what we would call the pink pound. Throughout the 1940s and 1950s, his advertisements appeared in magazines like Films & Filming, Plays & Players and Health & Strength, all mainstream publications with significant queer readerships. Films & Filming was known to many ‘artistic’ and ‘theatrical’ men as an unofficial queer magazine. And not just the contents of the magazine show this to be true. Advertisements and marketplace ads further reinforce that it was well-known, at least in some circles, that a queer market could be reached in this and other magazines put out by Hansom Books. Throughout its run, beginning in 1954, Films & Filming regularly kept abreast of developments in the film world—censorship debates, foreign films with homoerotic content, early advocacy films—that would be of particular interest to queer film aficionados. It further offered inside comments and gossip as well as homoerotic readings of some scenes and films. Many readers also knew the magazine for its ample coverage of male flesh on screen, and for its marketplace section, notable for the numbers of ads codedly seeking same-sex companions and vacation partners. 
Vince’s ads in Films & Filming appealed to queer men with coded language and suggestive images. His ads for denim shirts, black jeans, nylon briefs and stretch swimwear were just as much about advertising the example of manhood on display. In April 1955, a model wearing ‘capri style jeans in black & white denim’ was posed looking away from the reader, inviting unselfconscious gazes. Like Vince’s earlier homoerotic physique photos, these images were to be looked upon, desired and then instigate the purchase of more images. Besides the jeans, the ad also advertised the new 1955 leisurewear catalogue, sent on request, presumably showing more of the model in less. Queer journalist and playwright Peter Burton even claimed that Vince’s ‘catalogue of swim- and underwear could almost be classified as an early gay magazine’.​[20]​ The next month’s ad showed the catalogue itself, and the cover model in ‘2-way stretch swim briefs’. Again looking away, and dressed only in the zebra-print briefs, the model’s body is the attraction in the ad. Well-built and muscular, he showed remarkable resemblance to the physical culture enthusiasts Vince had photographed years earlier. 
By June of 1958, subtlety was gone. Again advertising swim briefs and slips, the ad is now almost entirely taken up by two pictures of individual models. Displaying the carefully cultivated bodies of physical culture, the men wore only the small briefs Vince was known for. But, the images were positioned to have the two men looking at each other, now the objects of each other’s gazes, offering potential sexual tension between the models within the ad itself. Homosexual readings of Vince’s products were further affirmed, as fashion historian Shaun Cole has identified, in the names of product lines. Holiday destinations such as Tangier, Mallorca, Capri and Bondi Beach, which were then popular with homosexual men, appeared in his catalogues from the early 1960s. By 1967, Ibiza and Fire Island shirts appeared. And swimming trunks called ‘Butch’ and ‘Trade Wind’, and a jacket called ‘Sun Cruiser’ relied upon a queer lexicon identifiable to many of Vince’s clients.​[21]​ 
These ads illustrate a deliberate strategy to appeal to the limited pink pound by recognizing points of access even in relatively mainstream publications. Shaun Cole argues that these advertisements ensured Vince’s designs were seen outside London, and allowed him to expand beyond the homosexual associations which could limit business in pre-gay liberation Britain.​[22]​ But significantly, I argue, these magazines, while offering national exposure, were still identified with a queer readership. Editors, contributors and readers all knew the magazines’ audiences comprised a significant number of queer men. Similar queer styles would, however, soon gain wide popularity in the mainstream market from around the corner at one of Vince’s Carnaby Street competitors. 

John Stephen and the Carnaby Street revolution
Despite his appeal to the early queer market, Vince would be eclipsed by the success of Carnaby Street, and its interpretation of many of his own styles—hipster pants, tight and close cuts, unconventional fabrics, colourful patterns—and particularly by one of his own sales assistants. Arriving in London from Glasgow aged 18, John Stephen immediately directed his attention to menswear. After working as a salesman at Moss Bros. he was, according to a Sunday Post bio, recognized by a customer for his sales skills and put ‘into one of the first boutiques for men that had ever opened’.​[23]​ Presumably referring to Vince Man’s Shop, the article attributes to Stephen the savvy to recognize that ‘anything his boss could do, he could do—and probably better’. Vince remembered Stephen as ‘not much good’; he was ‘always dreaming of bigger things’.​[24]​ And when he opened his own shop first in Beak Street and then around the corner in Carnaby Street, Stephen’s methods and styles appeared strongly linked to Vince’s. According to Robert Orbach, who worked for Stephen in Carnaby Street, and was for a time director of I Was Lord Kitchener’s Valet in Portobello Road, Stephen really just went around the corner and opened his own version of Vince’s.​[25]​ Some even claim that Stephen’s initial customer base came over from Vince. Bright colours, tight fits and short cuts had all identified Vince’s clothes and his customers as sexually ambiguous. But Stephen’s adaptations were not particularly different. 
Stephen’s initial ads did not significantly deviate from Vince’s either. They still relied upon a ‘combination of innocuous model poses and suggestively worded narrative in the underground gay press’.​[26]​ Ads for John Stephen, at his original Beak Street location, even appeared in the first issues of the homoerotic physique title Man Alive in 1958 and 1959. This publication was part of a genre of magazines covertly directed toward queer male readers. Producers of such magazines sought queer consumers through ample photographs of male flesh and discreet nudes that were legitimated by the guise of a body building publication or discreet posing pouches. But nude shots appeared as well in which genitals were hidden by camera angles or simply by inked out. The more overt magazines were little more than thinly veiled catalogues for the sale of photosets, often ‘undraped’, of the men whose photos appeared elsewhere in the magazine. Advertising in such publications, Stephen offered what many would recognize as a queer look initially directed more or less at Vince’s clientele. But he soon developed his own following, increasingly repositioning Vince’s largely homoerotic styles to appeal to the more mainstream clientele at his shop His Clothes.
But how did he do this? First, we have to consider Stephen’s own public image as a component of his strategy. Described as a ‘tycoon with the face of a schoolboy’, Stephen’s own style never tipped toward the colourful and flamboyant designs that he proffered in Carnaby Street.​[27]​ And since Stephen was himself the most obvious face of his business, appearing in newspapers and magazines throughout the 1960s as a minor celebrity in his own right, his own appearance, carefully cultivated in a slim black suit, traditional white shirt and dark tie, could never be accused of being effete or pansy. Stephen’s appearance helped to promote and maintain the balance he created between ‘queer’ styles he sold, and the mainstream audience he sold them to.
Next, Stephen claimed to be interested exclusively in youth style, not queer style. According to him, ‘young people are the trendsetters’. Stephen was right to focus on the emerging youth market. Sociologist Diana Crane has identified men ‘whose social statuses are marginal, ambiguous, or conflicted’ as most likely to construct their identities with tools from outside the traditional markers of class position and occupation.​[28]​ In the late 1950s, youth was one such group. Economic and demographic shifts since the interwar period had, as David Fowler has argued, increasingly promoted the growth of a distinct and economically independent ‘teenaged’ population segment.​[29]​ By the 1950s contemporary commentators noted the growth of this age cohort and its economic power. Most of these teenaged consumers were single, employed, and working-class. Owing to highly-paid factory jobs and the welfare system, which meant they no longer had to subsidize limited family incomes, many were avid consumers. Building from Vince’s model, and offering similar products, Stephen realized, argues Alistair O’Neill, that the key was to attract ‘heterosexual young men, who would assist in the translation and diffusion of what was essentially homosexual dress’. He did this initially by undercutting Vince’s prices, making his products affordable to an emerging youth market.​[30]​ This group would become part of the so-called Peacock Revolution, young men actively pursuing fashion and style, and patronizing the shops and boutiques focused on modern and stylish men’s fashions.
Stephen had another strategy to attract these consumers, one that would appeal to youth while avoiding too strong a taint of effeminacy and homosexuality. Stephen was adept at associating his products with appealing celebrities and virile examples of hetero-normative manhood. By 1964 he claimed to dress some 90 per cent of the pop bands in the UK.​[31]​ Style for Men, the fashion trade magazine, recognized this when Eden Kane, whom it described as ‘the latest pop-singing idol’, opened Stephen’s shop His Clothes in 1961.​[32]​ That same year, a spread on ‘manly spring fashions’ in Man’s World emphasized Stephen’s designs.​[33]​ Photos accompanying the article showed products, including the bright colour combinations and short shorts similar to those Vince built his success on. But Stephen’s models, including Neil Christian, a Decca recording artist, as well as two young men hunched under the hood of a car, illustrate his presentation of conventional masculine credentials to mainstream his image and products.
Another model of unimpeachable masculine credentials was boxer Billy Walker, who modeled Stephen’s clothes for window ads in 1962. This was an important strategic move to use a boxer, virile and presumably heterosexual, to model and advertise clothes that remained suspect.​[34]​ According to fashion writer Nik Cohn, Walker ‘was worshipped so much that not even pink denims could sully his manhood’.​[35]​ And when we look at coverage printed in Sketch Sport, the heterosexual claims of the campaign become even more striking. One reward for modeling, readers are told, is ‘meeting 19-year-old Caroline Neville, another John Stephen model’.​[36]​ Not only do Walker’s impeccable masculine credentials heterosexualize Stephen’s ‘snazzy shirt’. Stephen and his designs bring together the young couple, reflecting the anchoring of the ad in hetero-normativity. Neville is, readers are told, prettier than anything Walker finds in the ring. Stephen’s skills at heterosexualizing and repackaging queer styles for a mainstream audience were so successful in fact that they no longer offered the same coded messages for homosexual men that they once had. According to one man interviewed in 1964: ‘Fifteen years ago almost anyone wearing tight trousers and coloured ties and shirts was probably ‘gay’ but now the normals have taken over our kind of dressing and you simply can’t tell from clothes anymore’.​[37]​
It was this ability to ‘normalize’ the styles introduced by Vince and others a decade earlier, that most affected Stephen’s success. Clearly the strategy worked. Commentators recognized Stephen’s heterosexualizing program as his ‘instinctive genius’.​[38]​ Even the New Statesman identified this marketing strategy as the key to Stephen’s success in an article on male fashions. Men like Stephen, the article claimed, ‘re-created the notion that fashion was for men also; more importantly they persuaded the public that to be smart was not to be homosexual’.​[39]​ 
These and other clippings were part of Stephen’s own archive, pasted into scrapbooks he kept. This collection, better than any other source, illustrates the contradictions he addressed and the strategies he employed. These scrapbooks, collectively outlining Stephen’s strategies and responses to them, confirm his awareness of the complex codes his strategies utilized, and their bending of cultural practices and signifiers. Associated with effete and pansy styles, Stephen employed boxers, pop stars and celebrities to disassociate himself and his styles with homosexuality. But at the same time his designs and styles were written up in the men’s physique press, a venue with a strong and established queer presence, the kind of magazines that had once printed Vince’s homoerotic studies of male athletes. Stephen’s normalization of these styles illustrates how markets can both appropriate and sanitize expressions of identity that challenge heterosexist norms, thereby neutralizing their potentially disruptive effects on hetero-normativity.  However, to suggest that the disruptive effects of sub-cultural styles are entirely neutralized is too simplistic. While mainstream, Stephen’s styles continued to challenge normative models of manhood. As his success took off, Stephen’s styles’ position outside these norms did not go unnoticed.
Commentators on Stephen’s range of fashion still questioned to what extent such styles and fashions were too effete, to what extent Stephen and others had in fact allayed those old associations and stereotypes. Despite Stephen’s appeal to young men, heterosexual or otherwise, and his marketing of heterosexual virility to ensure that clientele, not all commentators were convinced. Throughout the mid 60s, commentators noted the ‘hermaphroditic’ styles coming out of West Soho, and identified the ambiguous sexuality of the mods who wore Stephen’s styles as part of this concern. In 1964, the Hampstead and Highgate Express asked: ‘What has happened to the nation’s manhood?’​[40]​ By referencing Sidney Furie’s recent film The Leather Boys and its queer love triangle, the Ham and High went further, linking these androgynous styles to ambiguous sexuality, or even outright homosexuality. It was almost a cliché by now, the paper claimed, that the ‘gruff, pipe-smoking rugger enthusiast…is a raving pederast…’.  The newspaper remained unsure of what it all in fact meant. 
In January 1966 it all became a bit too personal when an outsider started making accusations against British fashion, and British manhood. After British fashion trade magazine Tailor and Cutter’s editor had described US President Lyndon Johnson’s sartorial contribution as ‘a fat round nothing’, a trans-Atlantic tempest erupted. In response, Hollywood designer Sy Devore leveled back in terms that inflamed the British fashion establishment. He claimed that British designers overwhelmingly promoted effeminate fashions, making men look like their sisters.​[41]​ The comment transformed in Britain to an accusation of male ‘cissification’. ‘They say you look like CISSIES!’, shouted the Evening News. Using language redolent of effeminacy and homosexuality, male model Charlie Williams further criticised British fashion, saying he shuddered when he saw ‘a man mincing on to the platform in a pink shirt’.​[42]​
John Stephen soon waded into the fray: ‘In all my life I’ve never heard so much ridiculous nonsense. Ridiculous, you hear me, ridiculous!’​[43]​  Stephen’s response is hardly surprising. He had spent most of the last decade disassociating himself and his business from long held stereotypes that associated fashionability, colour and body consciousness with homosexuality, associations that Vince’s small Soho boutique had traded on. At the opposite end of the spectrum, away from Carnaby Street, the traditionalists were similarly concerned. Alfred Huggins, marketing manager for Simpsons countered: ‘Believe me, there is nothing pansy about the sort of men’s clothes we sell’.​[44]​ Perhaps Huggins was right. By 1966, the aesthetic and styles begun with cut-down women’s roll ons in Vince’s photographic studio might not have changed so much, but their associations had. Products sold in the high street boutiques, that Vince’s and Stephen’s shops had inspired, were now purchased by a more mainstream clientele of fashion conscious and youthful customers.  Queer associations lingered beneath the surface, to be sure, but by the mid 1960s they were no longer an impediment to commercial success. Male interest in fashionable style and self-presentation was no longer dangerously effeminate. By 1967, even establishment tailor Austin Reed opened its own in-store men’s boutique. It was followed by other pillars of men’s fashion: Aquascutum, Harrods and Moss Bros. The significance of these boutiques, according to fashion historian Shaun Cole, was the expansion of a Carnaby look, begun with Vince and popularized by Stephen, to a nationwide market, bringing what was essentially a queer style to a mainstream.​[45]​ 

Conclusion
John Stephen trod a line that balanced himself and his styles carefully between the social opprobrium still directed at homosexuals and society’s increasingly tolerant position toward homosexuality. In the 1940s and 1950s, popular perceptions of homosexuality were dominated by scandalous coverage of queer vice and sensational trials reported by the News of the World and other Sunday papers. So, if the period of Vince’s initial success could be characterized by the Sunday Pictorial’s exposé on homosexuality entitled ‘Evil Men’, Stephen’s was less uniformly vitriolic.​[46]​ In fact, 1957 saw both the opening of Stephen’s original Beak Street location and the release of the Wolfenden Report, which advocated the decriminalization of homosexual acts between consenting adult men in private. It would be another ten years before decriminalization actually occurred, but through the late 1950s and especially the 1960s, the press, media and popular culture actively engaged in the debate, thrusting homosexuality into the public consciousness. By 1961, Basil Deardon’s filmic call for pity, if not tolerance, Victim could even attract heartthrob actor Dirk Bogarde to the role of a homosexual and achieve mainstream success. Attitudes to homosexuality were changing, and particularly for the urban youth market that Stephan sought, queer styles no longer elicited the disgust and mockery they once had. But nor were they completely devoid of ambiguity and potential non-conformity. Of course, that was all part of their appeal.
The general trajectory from Vince to Stephen is not unknown. Even the Times noted their association in Stephen’s 2004 obituary. What is significant, I argue, are their methods and strategies, which demonstrate how homosexuality could be strategically employed and normalized to appeal to particular consumer groups. These market strategies illuminate a changing relationship between homosexuality and consumer capitalism. The stories of Vince and of John Stephen illustrate a particular historical moment when the commercial treatment of homosexuality appeared and then changed. Certainly one strength of capitalist marketing strategies is the ability to sanitize and normalize subcultural codes and markers enough to make them palatable to mainstream consumer, but not so much as to denude them of all sense of difference or suggestion of resistance. This may have the appearance of incoherence or even contradiction. But Elizabeth Wilson reminds us that even as fashion may appear nonsensical, confusing and inconsistent, it still does ideological work as its promoters seek material gain; ‘fashion is coherent in its ambiguity. Fashion speaks capitalism.’​[47]​
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